
 

 

 

 
 

 

1200 19th Street, NW  Washington, DC 20036 

202.912.4800     800.540.1355     202.861.1905 Fax     cozen.com 

 

February 9, 2018 Samantha L. Mazo
 

Direct Phone 202-747-0768 
Direct Fax 202-683-9390 
smazo@cozen.com 

 

 

 
Frederick L. Hill, Chairperson 
Board of Zoning Adjustment 
441 4th Street, NW, Suite 200S 
Washington, DC 20010 
 

  
 RE: BZA Application for Sons of Italy Foundation 
 Lot 32, Square 755 – Application for Variance and Special Exception Relief 

Chairperson Hill and Honorable Members of the Board: 
 
Please accept for filing the enclosed application of the Sons of Italy Foundation (the 

“Applicant”).  The Applicant requests variance and special exception relief from Subtitle U §§ 
203.1(n)(2) and 203.1(n), respectively, to continue the Foundation's use of the Property as office 
its nonprofit organization. 

 
 The application package includes the following materials: 
 

1. Application Form; 
2. Fee Calculator Form; 
3. Statement of the Applicant; 
4. D.C. Zoning Map; 
5. Architectural Plans & Elevations; 
6. Authorization Letter(s); 
7. Form 135 – Zoning Self-Certification; 
8. Statement of Existing and Intended Use; 
9. Certification of Proficiency; 
10. List of Names and Mailing Addresses of Owners within 200 Feet; 
11. Surveyor’s Plat(s); 
12. Statement of Community Outreach; 
13. Summary of Witness Testimony; 
14. Photographs of the Property; and  
15. Certificate of Service for the Office of Planning and ANC. 

 
We believe that the application is complete and acceptable for filing, and request that the 

Board schedule a public hearing for the application as soon as possible.  If you have any questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact me on behalf of the Applicant.  

Board of Zoning Adjustment
District of Columbia

Case No. 19730
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Board of Zoning Adjustment
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Thank you for your attention to this application. 

Sincerely, 

COZEN O’CONNOR 

 
 

 
 

By:  Samantha L. Mazo 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Certificate of Service 

I hereby certify that on this 9th day of February, 2018, a copy of this Application with 
attachments was served, via email, as follows: 

 
District of Columbia Office of Planning 
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650 
Washington, DC 20024 
planning@dc.gov 
 
District Department of Transportation 
55 M Street SE, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20003 
Anna.chamberlin@dc.gov 
 
Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6C 
c/o Karen J. Wirt, Chairperson 
6C02@anc.dc.gov 
 
Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6C02 
c/o Karen J. Wirt, Chairperson/SMD Commissioner 
6C02@anc.dc.gov 
 
 
 
        
        

     

       Samantha L. Mazo 
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BEFORE THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
BOARD OF ZONING ADJUSTMENT 

 
APPLICATION OF                                219 E STREET NE 
SONS OF ITALY FOUNDATION                                              ANC 6C 
            
 

STATEMENT OF THE APPLICANT 
 

I. NATURE OF RELIEF SOUGHT 
 

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Sons of Italy Foundation (the “Foundation” 

or the “Applicant”), owner of the RF-3-zoned property located at 219 E Street NE, Square 755, 

Lot 32, (the “Property”) in support of the application for special exception relief pursuant to 11 

DCMR § X-901.2 and Subtitle U § 203.1(n) to allow the Applicant, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 

organization, to continue to use the Property for its offices as the Applicant has done for the last 

37 years.  The Applicant also seeks an area variance pursuant to 11 DCMR § X-1000.1 from the 

ten thousand square feet (10,000 s.f.) requirement of § U-203(n)(2) because the structure on the 

Property, in which the Foundation has operated since 1980, does not comply with this 

requirement.1  

II. JURISDICTION OF THE BOARD 
 

The Board of Zoning Adjustment (the “Board” or “BZA”) has jurisdiction to grant 

the special exception relief requested pursuant to D.C. Code § 6-641.07(g)(2) and variance 

relief requested pursuant to D.C. Code § 6-641.07(g)(3).  11 DCMR §§ X-901.2, 1000.1.   

 

 

 

                                                           
1 In other cases, the Board has confirmed that relief from this requirement would require an area variance.  See BZA Case No. 
19131.  
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III.  BACKGROUND 
 

A. The Property 
 

The Property is an improved lot in the Capitol Hill neighborhood with approximately 

2,394 s.f. of land area. The Property is located in the Capitol Hill Historic District. Square 755 

is bounded by E Street NE to the north, Third Street NE to the east, Massachusetts Avenue NE 

to the south, and Second Street NE to the west.  See Zoning Map at Exhibit A.  The Property 

is an interior, nearly-rectangular lot improved with an approximately 3,915 s.f. of gross floor 

area (“GFA”) structure that was constructed for residential purposes (the “Building”).  The 

Building is composed of interior office space and has three parking spaces. See As-built plans 

at Exhibit B. The Property has been used by the Applicant as office and administrative space 

since 1980. See Affidavit of Biagio Isgro, Jr. at Exhibit C.   

B. The Surrounding Area 
 

The Property is zoned RF-3 and is located in a residential and mixed-use section of 

the Northeast portion of the Capitol Hill neighborhood. The Property is only two lots removed 

from the MU-24 zone and across the rear alley area from MU-26-zoned properties on which the 

National Republican Senatorial Committee, the National Association of Wheat Growers, and 

the Heritage Foundation are located. The Property is approximately 1,000 feet from the main 

entrance of Union Station, two blocks from Stanton Park, and four blocks from the Capitol 

Building.  

C. Traffic Conditions and Mass Transit 
 

The Property is well serviced by a number of public transportation facilities and services 

including Metrorail, Metrobus, Capital Bikeshare, and Zipcar. The Property is a block from 
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Union Station, which is serviced by the Red Line and Amtrak. Metrobus routes 96, D6 and X8 

all serve Massachusetts Avenue NE one block away. Also within close proximity are a number 

of bike sharing and car sharing programs. There are two Capital Bikeshare locations within 

0.4 miles, and three Zipcar vehicles within 0.5 miles. On walkscore.com, the Property received 

a walk score of 94 out of 100, deemed “a walker’s paradise,” and received a bike score of 

96, a “biker’s paradise.” 

D. Background of Foundation 
 

The requested relief is necessary so the Applicant can continue its office/administrative 

use, which has been on the Property since 1980. The organization, a 501(c)(3) charitable 

organization, is the philanthropic arm of the Order Sons of Italy in America (“OSIA”), the oldest 

and largest fraternal organization for men and women of Italian heritage in the United States. 

The Foundation was founded in 1959 as a private, grant-making institution with the purpose of 

preserving Italian-American culture, encouraging educational excellence among Italian 

Americans and improving lives in other areas. To date, the Foundation has given more than $164 

million to various charities, including the Alzheimer, Autism, Wounded Warriors and Cooley’s 

Anemia Foundations, among others.2  

The Foundation’s operations at the Property are extremely limited and will not change 

as a result of this Application.  The Foundation has four staff members, and rarely more than 

four people are in the Building at any given time. The Foundation does not host events or large 

gatherings, and there is no large conference or meeting space in the Building.  The Applicant 

and its affiliated 501(c)(3) anti-defamation charity, the Commission for Social Justice, obtained 

                                                           
2 https://www.osia.org/sons-of-italy-foundation/ 
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general business licenses from the District between 2011 and 2015 to use the Property. 3  Further, 

the Property is currently taxed at a commercial rate, as shown on the 2018 report from the 

District’s Office of Tax attached here at Exhibit D, and the Applicant has paid commercial taxes 

on the Property since 2005.  Importantly, the Foundation has operated out of its current location 

for more than 37 years in a quiet and harmonious manner without violations or complaints by 

its neighbors. See Affidavit of Biagio Isgro, Jr. at Exhibit C.   

The Applicant does not plan to make any structural changes to the Building or 

change the Foundation’s operation in the Building. Instead, the Applicant seeks relief merely to 

continue to use the Property in its current manner. 

IV. THE APPLICANT MEETS THE BURDEN OF PROOF FOR SPECIAL  
EXCEPTION RELIEF 

 
Special exception relief is requested from § U-320.1(n) for the Applicant’s intended use of 

the Property “for the purposes of the nonprofit organization.”  Relief granted through a special 

exception is presumed appropriate, reasonable, and compatible with other uses in the same zoning 

classification, provided the specific requirements for the relief are met.   

The Board is authorized to grant a special exception where it finds the special exception: 
 

(1) Will be in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the Zoning 
Regulations and Zoning Maps; 

(2) Will not tend to affect adversely, the use of neighboring property in 
accordance with the Zoning Regulations and Zoning Maps; and 

(3) Subject in specific cases to special conditions specified in the Zoning 
Regulations.  

 
11 DCMR Subtitle X § 901.2.  As outlined below, the Applicant’s proposed use meets 

these requirements.   

 

                                                           
3 DCRA cannot locate a record of Certificate of Occupancy #091143124 reflected in the BBLs.  
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A. The Applicant Satisfies the Special Exception Requirements for Nonprofit 
Organization Use in the RF-3 Zone 
 
Subtitle U § 320.1 sets forth the uses permitted by a special exception in the RF Zone 

Districts, which include “any use or structure permitted under Subtitle U § 203….”   A nonprofit 

organization’s use of a property is permitted as a special exception pursuant to Subtitle U § 203(n).  

The Property and the Foundation’s use satisfy all requirements of § U-203(n)(1-6) except for the 

10,000 s.f. minimum GFA requirement, which is discussed below in the separate request for 

variance relief. As a 501(c)(3) charitable organization that is organized and operated  in satisfaction 

of the Zoning Regulations’ definition of “nonprofit organization”, the Applicant is eligible for 

relief pursuant to Subtitle U § 203(n) .   Further, the Application satisfies each of the requirements 

of Subtitle U § 203(n) as follows:  

(n) Use of existing residential buildings and the land on which they are located by a 
nonprofit organization for the purposes of the nonprofit organization:  
 

(1) If the building is listed in the District of Columbia's Inventory of Historic Sites 
or, if the building is located within a district, site, area, or place listed on the 
District of Columbia's Inventory of Historic Sites;  

 
The Property is located in the Capitol Hill Historic District.  
 
(2) If the gross floor area of the building in question, not including other buildings 

on the lot, is ten thousand square feet (10,000 s.f.) or greater; 
 
This requirement is not satisfied, but the Applicant requests an area variance from 
this requirement, as discussed below. 
  
(3) The use of existing residential buildings and land by a nonprofit organization 

shall not adversely affect the use of the neighboring properties;  
 
While the Property was originally constructed as a residential building, the 
Foundation’s nonprofit use has operated at the Property without incident for more 
than 37 years.  Because the Foundation does not request changes to its current 
operations on the Property, approval of this relief will not adversely affect the use 
of neighboring properties, as discussed in more depth below. 
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(4) The amount and arrangement of parking spaces shall be adequate and located 
to minimize traffic impact on the adjacent neighborhood;  

 
As discussed, the Applicant only has four staff members, and Property is located 
approximately 1,000 feet from Union Station’s main entrance. At this time, three 
of the staff members take the metro.  The one staffer who drives will parks in one 
of the Property’s three parking spaces located at the rear of the Property.  Further, 
the Building satisfied the Zoning Regulations’ parking requirements when it was 
constructed.    
 
(5) No goods, chattel, wares, or merchandise shall be commercially created, 

exchanged, or sold in the residential buildings or on the land by a nonprofit 
organization, except for the sale of publications, materials, or other items 
related to the purposes of the nonprofit organization; and  

 
No goods, etc. will be sold or created on the premises. 
 
(6) Any additions to the building or any major modifications to the exterior of the 

building or to the site shall require approval of the Board of Zoning Adjustment 
after review and recommendation by the Historic Preservation Review Board 
with comments about any possible detrimental consequences that the proposed 
addition or modification may have on the architectural or historical 
significance of the building or site or district in which the building is located; 

 
The Applicant proposes no addition or modifications to the exterior of the building 
or changes to the lot. 
 

In sum, the Application satisfies the “special conditions” of Subtitle U § 203(n). 

B. The Foundation’s use Is Harmonious with the General Purpose and Intent of 
the Zoning Regulations and Maps and The Project Will Not Tend to Affect 
Adversely the Use of Neighboring Property 

 
Importantly, while the Property is zoned RF-3, it is located only two lots away from 

commercially-zoned land (MU-24 and MU-26) to the west and south.  Also, the Foundation’s use 

has operated on the Property since 1980 and has obtained business licenses recently, likening it to 

a legal, nonconforming use that would be allowed to continue under the Zoning Regulations. 

The use of neighboring properties will not tend to be adversely affected by granting the 

relief necessary to allow the Foundation to continue its use.  As to traffic, the Foundation only has 
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four employees and no guests or events, and accordingly has not and will not cause negative traffic 

impacts.  Also, the Property contains three parking spaces and is located within close walking 

distance to Union Station further reducing potential parking impacts.   

The Applicant hosts no events or large gatherings at the Property, and accordingly no noise 

or other traffic impacts to neighboring properties are anticipated.  As noted, the use of the Property 

has not resulted in adverse effects for more than 37 years, and so continued use of the Property in 

the same manner would not tend to create any changes to the status quo. 

V. NATURE OF VARIANCE RELIEF SOUGHT AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Variance relief is needed from the requirements of Subtitle U § 203(n)(2) pertaining to the 

gross square footage requirements for the Property.  Under D.C. Code § 6-641.07(g)(3) and 11 

DCMR § X-1000.1, the Board is authorized to grant an area variance where it finds that:  

(1) The property is affected by exceptional size, shape or topography or other 
extraordinary or exceptional situation or condition; 

(2) The owner would encounter practical difficulties if the zoning regulations 
were strictly applied; and 

(3) The variance would not cause substantial detriment to the public good and 
would not substantially impair the intent, purpose and integrity of the zone 
plan as embodied in the Zoning Regulations and Map. 
 

See French v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 658 A.2d 1023, 1035 (D.C. 

1995) (quoting Roumel v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 417 A.2d 405, 408 (D.C. 

1980)); see also, Capitol Hill Restoration Society, Inc. v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning 

Adjustment, 534 A.2d 939 (D.C. 1987).  

Applicants for an area variance must demonstrate that they will encounter “practical 

difficulties” in the development of the property if the variance is not granted.  See Palmer v. 

District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 287 A.2d 535, 540-41 (D.C. 1972) (noting, “area 

variances have been allowed on proof of practical difficulties only while use variances require 
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proof of hardship, a somewhat greater burden”).  An applicant experiences practical difficulties 

when compliance with the Zoning Regulations would be “unnecessarily burdensome.”  See 

Gilmartin v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 579 A.2d 1164, 1170 (D.C. 1990).   

The Board would apply a reduced standard of review for the Applicant’s request for an 

area variance because the Applicant provides a public service as part of their nonprofit mission.  

See Monaco v. Board of Zoning Adjustment, 407 A.2d 1091, 1099 (1978); see also National Black 

Child Development Institute, Inc. v. Board of Zoning Adjustment, 483 A.2d 687, 690 (1984).  

VI. THE APPLICANT MEETS THE BURDEN OF PROOF FOR VARIANCE 
 RELIEF 

 
A. The Property Is Affected by an Exceptional Situation or Condition 
 
The phrase “exceptional situation or condition” in the above-quoted variance test applies 

not only to the land, but also to the existence and configuration of a building on the land. See 

Clerics of St. Viator, Inc. v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 320 A.2d 291, 294 

(D.C. 1974).  Moreover, the unique or exceptional situation may arise from a confluence of factors 

which affect a single property. Gilmartin, 579 A.2d 1164.   

The Property is characterized by a confluence of exceptional situations and conditions as a 

result of (1) The Applicant’s operation of a nonprofit organization on the Property for 37 years; 

(2) confusion within DCRA regarding permitting; (3) The Applicant’s payment of a commercial 

tax rate on the Property since 2005; and (4) the Building’s non-residential internal configuration. 

 First, the Building has been used as the Foundation’s nonprofit office since 1980.  Second, 

DCRA cannot locate the Certificate of Occupancy referenced in the business licenses issued for 

the Property.  Third, the Foundation has been paying a commercial tax rate for nonprofit use of 

the Property since 2005. As shown on a list of transactions to the DC Treasurer between March 

2001 and August 2017, the Foundation’s amount of tax paid dramatically increased from 
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$3,065.14 in August 2004 to $7,300.55 in March 2005, or a 138% increase. These higher rates are 

consistent with the rates paid by commercial entities.  See Exhibit C, Tab A.  

 Lastly, the Building’s internal configuration as a nonprofit office constitutes an exceptional 

condition. To that end, the Building contains a reception area, multiple offices, file rooms, three 

copy and coffee spaces, and a small 195 s.f. conference room on the second floor. See Exhibit B.  

 The confluence of these factors results in an exceptional situation that creates the practical 

difficulty faced by the Foundation if the relief is not granted. 

B. Strict Application of Zoning Regulations Would Result in Practical Difficulty 
 
 Strict application of the Zoning Regulations with respect to gross square footage (§ U-

203(n)(2)) would result in a practical difficulty to the Applicant.  The Foundation has actively used 

the Property since 1980 without any incidents or complaints, and denial of this request would 

require it to vacate this Property and look for new space.  Such actions would clearly be a practical 

difficulty, especially in light of the fact that the Foundation has obtained business licenses and paid 

commercial taxes on the Property.  Further, due to the interior, office layout, denial of the requested 

relief would cause practical difficulties because extensive renovations would be required to 

convert the Building to residential uses. 

C. Relief Will Not Impair the Zone Plan or the Public Good 
 
 First, as to the Zone Plan, while the Property is zoned RF-3, it is located only two properties 

away from the boundary of the MU-24 zone and across the rear alley area from MU-26-zoned 

land.  As such, the Zone Plan will not be impaired by the requested relief from the 10,000 s.f. GFA 

building requirement.4   

                                                           
4 Also, it should be noted that the Zoning Regulations permit nonconforming uses to be “continued, operated, occupied, or 
maintained” pursuant to Subtitle C § 201.2.  Accordingly, while the Applicant may not satisfy the technical definition of a 
“nonconforming use” because the C of O listed on the business licenses cannot be located at DCRA, the intent of the Zoning 
Regulations to allow a nonconforming use to continue should be applied in this case, and the requested relief would not 
substantially impair the purpose of the Zoning Regulations.   
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 Further, the Foundation use would not cause substantial detriment to the public good 

because the Applicant has been in operation since 1980 without any violations or complaints from 

its neighbors, and this Application does not propose changes to its operations on the Property.    

VII. STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

The Applicant will be conducting community outreach efforts with Advisory 

Neighborhood Commission (“ANC”) 6C and Single Member District 6C02 in advance of a 

presentation of the Application before the full ANC.  Also, as a 37+-year member of the 

neighborhood, the Applicant has good relationships with its adjacent and nearby neighbors. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

For all of the reasons stated above, the Project meets the applicable standards for special 

exception and variance relief under the Zoning Regulations. Accordingly, the Applicant 

respectfully requests that the Board grant the application. 

 
 
      Respectfully submitted, 
 
      COZEN O’CONNOR 
       
        
 
 
 
      Samantha L. Mazo 
      1200 19th St. NW 
      Suite 300 
      Washington, D.C. 20036 
      (202) 747-0768 
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EXHIBIT C 







  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAB A 



Type Num Date Account Amount

Check 12917 08/14/2017 SIF Checking (13,721.32)
Check 12687 02/28/2017 SIF Checking (13,721.32)
Check 12437 08/12/2016 SIF Checking (12,477.71)
Check 12206 03/07/2016 SIF Checking (12,477.71)
Check 11957 08/19/2015 SIF Checking (12,387.29)
Check 11722 03/03/2015 SIF Checking (12,387.29)
Check 11454 08/18/2014 SIF Checking (12,157.12)
Check 11204 03/04/2014 SIF Checking (12,157.12)
Check 10965 08/27/2013 SIF Checking (11,867.79)
Check 10751 03/01/2013 SIF Checking (11,867.79)
Check 10544 08/17/2012 SIF Checking (11,892.79)
Check 10365 03/09/2012 SIF Checking (11,892.79)
Check 10176 08/17/2011 SIF Checking (11,369.57)
Check 9958 03/11/2011 SIF Checking (11,369.57)
Check 9776 08/19/2010 SIF Checking (11,601.73)
Check 9556 03/02/2010 SIF Checking (11,601.73)
Check 9326 08/20/2009 SIF Checking (10,786.30)
Check 9170 03/23/2009 SIF Checking (10,786.30)
Check 8922 09/04/2008 SIF Checking (10,787.35)
Check 8707 03/26/2008 SIF Checking (10,787.35)
Check 8459 08/20/2007 SIF Checking (9,843.39)
Check 8249 03/15/2007 SIF Checking (9,843.39)
Check 8052 08/18/2006 SIF Checking (8,030.66)
Check 7774 03/07/2006 SIF Checking (8,030.67)
Check 7525 08/16/2005 SIF Checking (7,300.55)
Check 7280 03/07/2005 SIF Checking (7,300.55)
Check 7081 08/16/2004 SIF Checking (3,065.14)
Check 6834 03/05/2004 SIF Checking (3,065.14)
Check 6618 08/21/2003 SIF Checking (1,946.01)
Check 6363 03/10/2003 SIF Checking (1,946.02)
Check 6119 08/22/2002 SIF Checking (1,692.18)
Check 5868 03/01/2002 SIF Checking (1,692.18)
Check 5658 08/15/2001 SIF Checking (1,985.22)
Check 5391 03/03/2001 SIF Checking (1,985.22)

Total

1:25 PM Sons of Italy Foundation

12/19/17 All Transactions for DC Treasurer-Real  Property
All Transactions

Page 1
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